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Pinewood Shepperton plc - Highlights 

 

1. PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS 2010 

 

• Films made at Pinewood Studios and Shepperton Studios included: 

- Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides 

- The Invention of Hugo Cabret 

- Clash of the Titans 

- Captain America: The First Avenger 

- X Men: First Class 

- Dark Tide 

- Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows 

- Johnny English Reborn 

- The Woman in Black 

- Jane Eyre 

- My Week With Marilyn 

- Gulliver’s Travels 

 

• Television made at Pinewood Studios and Teddington Studios included:  

- Dragons Den 

- The Magicians 

- My Family 

- New Tricks 

- IT Crowd 

- Britain’s Best Dish 

- A League of Their Own 

- Perrin 

- Episodes 

- Grandma’s House 

 

• Commercials made at Pinewood Studios included work for: 

- Virgin Atlantic 

- Stella Artois 

- Speedo 

 

• Music videos recorded at Pinewood Studios included the following artists: 

- Kylie Minogue  

- Tom Jones 

- Eric Clapton 

- Stevie Wonder 

- Rod Stewart 

 

• Post production work completed at Pinewood Studios included: 

- 127 Hours 

- The Chronicles of Narnia: Voyage of the Dawn Treader 

- Would I Lie To You? 

- Driver San Francisco 



 

• Digital restoration was completed for archive titles including: 

- The Railway Children 

- Cross of Iron 

- Brighton Rock 

- Whiskey Galore! 

- Poirot 

- The Avengers  

 

2. CONTRIBUTION TO GLOBAL CINEMA 

 

• During the period 2000 to 2010 films produced at Pinewood Studios and Shepperton Studios 

have generated a gross worldwide box office of US $33,837 million. 

 

• Since their foundation in the 1930’s, films produced at Pinewood Studios and Shepperton 

Studios have been awarded 114 Oscars and 169 BAFTAs. 

 

• Awarded a BAFTA 2009 for Outstanding British Contribution to Cinema: the first time that such 

an entity has been recognised by such an award. 

 

• A short DVD is attached at Appendix 7 which provides a flavour of what we do at Pinewood 

Studios and how Project Pinewood is designed for its future.  
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1. MY BACKGROUND 

1.1 I have been Chief Executive of Pinewood Shepperton plc since January 2000, when I joined 

the company.  It was previously known as Pinewood Studios Holdings Limited until its name 

changed to Pinewood Shepperton Limited on 20 February 2001 and then to Pinewood 

Shepperton plc on 23 October 2003.  I am also a director of Pinewood Studios Limited which 

is one of the operating companies of Pinewood Shepperton plc.  (I refer to Pinewood 

Shepperton plc and Pinewood Studios Limited together in this document as "Pinewood".) 

1.2 I trained as an accountant in the media and entertainment industry with the GTO Group 

which produced and distributed films such as The Wanderers, Scum, Quadrophenia, Picnic at 

Hanging Rock, The Greek Tycoon and Breaking Glass, as well as many other films, videos and 

music.  In 1985, I joined VCI plc, as finance director, subsequently becoming Chief Executive.  

VCI plc is the UK's leading independent distributor of films and television shows on DVD and 

video.  Whilst I was with VCI plc, the company had in its catalogue of titles, films such as 

Shawshank Redemption, Fried Green Tomatoes at The Whistle Stop Cafe, The Quiet Man, 

Tron, Hellraiser, the Republic films library, the Rank films library and some 1,000 other 

feature films.  VCI distributed television productions such as Mr. Bean, Men Behaving Badly, 

Upstairs Downstairs, Thomas the Tank Engine, and produced for television and video 

programmes such as Riverdance, Les Miserables, and Jeremy Clarkson. 

2. OVERVIEW 

 My evidence is directed at explaining the purpose of Project Pinewood in the context of the 

UK film industry.  Pinewood itself is central to the success of the film and other screen based 

industries in this country.  Pinewood is unique in the UK in that it competes successfully with 

Hollywood and other international studios to generate substantial economic, social and 

cultural benefits for the country.  The facilities and skills developed at Pinewood Studios are 

an essential element of the nation's economic infrastructure.  To maintain that success, we 

need to continue to invest and to innovate, to be aware of both emerging threats and also 

real opportunities for growth.  Project Pinewood is integrated into the future development 

of Pinewood as an innovative leap ahead of growing international competition. 

3.  THE FILM INDUSTRY AND FILM PRODUCTION 

3.1 It will be helpful to provide a thumbnail sketch of the film industry and the process of film 

production before explaining the business of Pinewood and the significant contribution 

which would be added by Project Pinewood.  My DVD is intended to illustrate what we do.  

3.2  By and large the numerical majority of films produced worldwide remain for local 

consumption in their domestic markets.  Most countries around the world have a domestic 

film industry that caters for local taste and culture, and promotes each country’s heritage 

and values.  Only a very small number of films from Bollywood, Asia (China and Japan) and 

continental Europe achieve recognition in the global market place outside the territories in 

which they are made.  Few countries regularly and consistently produce film for a global 

audience and the USA is dominant in this regard.  The major international film studios in the 

USA are Warner Brothers, Universal, Disney, 20th Century Fox, Paramount and MGM.   
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3.3 Of films that achieve global recognition, only those produced in the USA regularly have 

greater reach than films made in the UK.  The UK has a significant film going heritage and 

active production industry, producing films not only for domestic consumption but also with 

global reach.  A combination of heritage, artistic and creative talents, cultural values, skills 

(craft, technical and business), infrastructure, good story telling and the English language are 

reasons why the UK performs so well. 

3.4 British films are globally recognised; they generate positive export earnings and promote 

cultural values.  For these reasons the UK Government supports the UK film industry with a 

bespoke system of fiscal incentives.  The value and contribution of the UK film industry are 

regularly quantified by Oxford Economics, whose 2010 report is an Inquiry document. 

3.5 In the digitally connected world, increasing numbers of people are watching films.  British 

cultural values are positively received by global film audiences.  Contemporary British films 

have worldwide appeal for the reasons I refer to in paragraph 3.3. 

3.6 The UK, in particular London, is seen to be a modern, tolerant and a “cool” place with a 

dynamic social environment. 

3.7 Films can depict positive social messages or address difficult and topical social issues, such 

as, for example, Bend It Like Beckham’s positive portrayal of ethnic issues and those of 

young women. 

3.8 In contrast, a film such as Mamma Mia!, based on the West End theatrical production, has 

resonated simply because of its “feel good” factor and, interestingly, has also brought older 

audiences back into cinemas in the UK. 

3.9 Heritage British brands such as Ealing comedies and Hammer Horror are resurgent.  

Franchises such as James Bond or Harry Potter are globally successful commercial 

enterprises.   

3.10 The film industry is a UK success story.  Oxford Economics1 confirm that the industry has 

added value at an average rate of 9.6% per annum since 1996 – not many elements of the 

UK economy can claim the same performance or the same potential for growth. 

3.11 The film industry, therefore, is not only important in itself but for what it can achieve for the 

country generally, by promoting Britain's distinctive image abroad.  It is not surprising that 

the UK Government is not the only government that recognises the value of a healthy and 

competitive film industry. 

3.12 The film industry traditionally has five broad links in the value chain.  There are distinct 

phases in the production and distribution of a film: 

Content creation and concept based on developing an original idea, book, dramatic 

work or similar source 

                                                           
1
 CDH/40: Oxford Economics 2010 Report, paragraph 4.2 
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Production the physical production of the original film negative 

 (Appendix 1 provides a pictorial representation of 

the evolving workflows and technology of film and 

television production) 

Distribution marketing and commercial exploitation 

Exhibition usually cinema release but also DVD, television or 

internet distribution 

Secondary exploitation secondary exploitation or remakes, sequels and 

prequels 

A simple flow chart of these phases is set out in Appendix 2. 

Television and computer games have similar phases of production and distribution as films. 

3.13 Rapid changes in technology and markets are blurring the distinctions between sectors and 

methods, with consequential threats and opportunities for the industry.  It is essential for 

Pinewood to anticipate and respond to those changes. 

3.14 Pinewood Studios is primarily concerned with the second link in this chain: production.  It is 

the production phase which has added most value in recent years – in particular attracting 

inward investment2, which now accounts for four fifths of production activity in the UK.  

Pinewood is at the forefront of bringing into the UK that inward investment.   

3.15 The production phase is a complex phase, aligning many interests and aspects to produce a 

completed motion picture.  Much of the jargon of film production has seeped into colloquial 

language and created popular views of the film industry.  Words such as "green-lit", "on 

location" or "it’s a wrap" owe their conception to the "razzamatazz" of film premieres and 

disguise complex industrial effort, skill and creativity and the considerable financial risk 

behind producing a film. 

3.16 The individual elements of the film production phase are usually: 

Development script or concept development and scoping of the 

project; casting and crewing, financing and market 

evaluation 

Pre-production script writing, deal making and production planning 

Physical production shooting the film 

Post production editing or mixing elements of the film, adding CGI 

(computer generated imagery) to both picture and 

sound 

                                                           
2
 CDH/40: Oxford Economics 2010 Report, page 19 
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Market testing re-shooting , editing and refining prior to distribution 

3.17 Each of these elements will involve many contributors and a vast array of skills – artistic, 

creative, craft, technical, business and professional expertise all contribute. 

3.18 What a film studio like Pinewood Studios does is to offer a consistent, on demand supply of 

these skills together with access to specialist equipment and a place to centralise their 

supply. Film production is expensive and risky.  Every film is a prototype.  For each, there has 

never been one like it before and never will be one like it again.  Contrast Thunderball with 

Never Say Never Again: they share the same story, the same hero, James Bond, and the 

same star, Sean Connery, and yet are two very different films. The combination of the 

facilities and skills that Pinewood Studios offers accommodate what is required to make 

each "prototype" film and to mitigate the risks inherent in film production – and Pinewood 

Studios has been doing this well for 75 years.  Through informed investment, Pinewood 

helps to take at least some of the risks out of the production process and, for this reason, 

has consistently been a studio of choice for the industry. 

3.19 The divisions between each phase of production are neither clear cut nor, for the middle 

four phases, necessarily sequential.  For producers, every stage involves corresponding risks 

beyond those usually associated with a business; for example, actors and other key talent 

become ill or disengaged, financiers come under pressure, external events may affect a 

film's subject matter or commercial potential, and in the time between committing to 

produce a film and its first release, around two years later, the cinema goer's taste and 

expectations may have changed. 

3.20 It is a business for long term and cautious decisions.  An average big budget Hollywood film 

costs $100 million to produce before the cost of marketing.  The investment in a "limited 

budget" film in the UK is legally defined as one of less than £20 million.3 

3.21 It is a widely voiced view that one hundred scripts might produce ten projects to be 

developed, of which one may actually be produced ("green lit"); and out of ten films 

produced, only one will usually prove a successful investment.  The attrition rate is high but 

so too are the rewards of success. 

3.22 It is feasible to produce many films on location.  A “western” would require location 

shooting whereas a science fiction film in space could only be done in a studio, for obvious 

reasons.  However, being on location brings many issues:  the cost, practicalities and logistics 

of having a film’s cast, crew and equipment available as required; practical problems for a 

producer that may arise from the location.  Could you have a gunfight in Westminster?  How 

safe would it be?  How disruptive would it be to those going about their day to day  

business?  How secure is your cast from onlookers?  How do you manage changing the 

location to suit your film?  For instance, in the recently released Harry Potter and the 

Deathly Hallows, a scene shot in Piccadilly Circus, London, could only be achieved by having 

the entire crew effectively take over Piccadilly Circus for several nights between 1am and 

                                                           
3
 CDA/7: Corporation Tax Act 2009, Part 15, Para. 1184 
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4am.  Agreements had to be reached with the police, transport agencies, the city council, 

residents and retailers. 

3.23 I have attached at Appendix 3 to this document a statement from Mr Michael Harm, a highly 

experienced location manager, which outlines in further detail the logistical issues and 

challenges of filming on location.  The costs of being on location are very significant and, for 

this reason, the control, efficiency and security of filming within a studio environment are 

compelling for a production. 

3.24 I believe that for many larger films production costs could be as high as $500,000 per day – a 

considerable sum if your production shooting is delayed for as simple a reason that it 

happens to be raining. 

3.25 I mentioned the phrase "it's a wrap".  This originates from the days when cameras were 

hand-cranked and the acronym WRAP stood for "Wind Reel and Print"; hence the relief and 

celebration when a producer can finally call time on the production phase and its numerous 

challenges. 

3.26 The production of television is similar to that of film; indeed making television drama is 

nearly identical to film production.  Whilst most television normally works with smaller 

budgets and shorter timeframes, television producers have the challenge of fixed broadcast 

schedules.  Broadcasters have to be on air at a specific date and time, creating similar 

pressures as for film; hence the need to mitigate risks and to control the production process 

by working within a studio environment. 

3.27 Increasingly, working to predetermined marketing release dates creates similar tensions in 

other screen based media, like computer games, as well as producing and filming 

advertisements, which adopt many of film makers' CGI or animation techniques.   

4. PINEWOOD STUDIOS 

4.1 The centre for film production in the UK is Pinewood Studios.  It was opened in 1936 and has 

evolved to become a major force in the UK film industry.  At the start of the 21st century, 

Pinewood acquired Shepperton Studios and Teddington Studios, to support Pinewood's 

business of film and television production in the UK.  By operating the smaller Shepperton 

Studios with Pinewood Studios, Pinewood has the ability to get best use across the 

combined studios. 

4.2 Typically Pinewood will host three to five "blockbuster" films in a year, and many smaller 

productions.  During 2010, Pinewood Studios was used extensively by Prince of Persia 

(Disney), Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides (Disney), X Men: First Class (Fox); and 

work was commenced on Prometheus (Fox) and Dark Shadows (Warners), in addition to 

films and television produced by Pinewood at Shepperton Studios.  These blockbusters are 

all films that are internationally footloose; their producers could have chosen Hollywood or 

another international studio, but in fact selected Pinewood.   

4.3 Pinewood Studios is acknowledged as a market leader and enjoys an international 

reputation for excellence and capability.  The 800 films produced at Pinewood Studios are 
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testament to the skills and creativity of the British film crews who work there.  Pinewood 

Studios was conceived originally to rival Hollywood and, of all the worldwide studios built 

during the early 20th century, only Pinewood Studios, to my knowledge, has continued to 

succeed in its original form, having stood the test of time, and to develop its unique skills 

and facilities.  Pinewood Studios is synonymous with British film making.  The filmography 

(Appendix 4) of Pinewood Studios represents some of the best and most enduring cinema 

produced in this country.  Many of the world’s best known film producers, directors, 

cameramen and actors have worked at Pinewood Studios.  Other studios are developing and 

Pinewood Studios needs to do so also to remain competitive.  Pinewood’s ongoing success 

keeps it at the forefront of the industry. 

4.4 Pinewood Studios is the UK's only true multimedia facility.  Pinewood provides across the 

three studios 34 stages of which 16 are at Pinewood Studios, 5 digital television studios, 5 

digital presentation studios, audio post facilities, preview theatres, sound stages, effects and 

motion capture stages, scoring stages, editing suites for picture and sound, design studios 

(for example, for the art department), special effects workshops, production offices, 

backlots, gardens and woodland, one of Europe's largest exterior water tanks and a globally 

unique underwater stage. 

4.5 Many of the individual assets of Pinewood are special and their combination, clustered at 

Pinewood Studios, is world beating.  For instance, U Stage is a purpose built facility for 

filming safely and effectively underwater.  Its efficient design, using expertise at Pinewood 

Studios, has attracted work not just from film and television but also from commercials, 

music videos and photo shoots.  Aside from our regular clients’ instant attraction to the 

singular advantages  of U Stage, European film makers have come to the UK specifically 

because of it - once here, it is natural for them to use other facilities and personnel at 

Pinewood Studios and elsewhere in the UK. 

4.6 Throughout this statement I will refer to the convergence of technology and commercial 

exploitation in the digital world.  Using digital technology is vital to the timely production of 

creative content.  Since 2004, Pinewood has been upgrading its digital capability through the 

creation of a secure, encrypted, high speed, private network linking Pinewood Studios to all 

the creative players around the world.   Offering our clients and tenants the ability to 

transfer large files of audiovisual material securely and quickly is vital to the industry.  This 

cannot be achieved just by using the Internet.  It also permits clients to be simultaneously 

working on projects in real time anywhere from London to Los Angeles.  For instance, 

Pinewood is a founding partner of MUPPIT’s (multi user post production interface 

technology), sponsored by the Technology Strategy Board (TSB), to streamline the interface 

between operators in the industry.  This capability and “wired environment” will extend into 

the streetscapes and homes in Project Pinewood, allowing users and residents the kind of 

connectivity necessary to support their working within the industry. 

4.7 Pinewood Studios accommodates some 200 independent, specialist businesses, enterprises, 

workshops and suppliers, all operating and working in the screen and media industry.  It 

provides the capability and expertise to host the largest blockbuster films.  They include a 

huge range of specialist skills, expertise and experience: talent agency and casting, 
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animation, art and props, beauty, camera and lighting, music composition production 

services, digital film distribution, digital picture grading, computer services, set design and 

construction, costume, rigging film stock and laboratories, hair and make-up, editing, post 

production, visual special effects.  The immediacy of this cluster of expertise and services is 

one of the most important facets of Pinewood Studios.  The Knowledge on the Lot provides a 

directory of some of those complementary businesses based at Pinewood Studios. 

4.8 Increasingly we see a crossover between these companies as they enjoy the benefit of 

collaborative working.  By way of example, Centroid Ltd regularly undertakes motion capture 

filming for film, television and computer games; Sargent Disc Ltd provides payroll services to 

film and television producers as well as to Pinewood. 

4.9 Thirteen of the stages at Pinewood Studios and Shepperton Studios are up to 45 feet in 

height and over 12,000 square feet of floor space and include water tanks for the largest and 

most ambitious of sets.  The scale of stage infrastructure is massive.  The stages work equally 

well for small scale film production as well as for big screen filming, television production, 

photographic shoots, CGI and short film production.  They are versatile and flexible.  

4.10 The depth and quality of the facilities at Pinewood Studios support: 

• film production with large scale stage infrastructure;  

• digital studios for television production;  

• computer games production with the motion capture and green screen facilities for 

future generations of video and computer games;  

• the production of web based content with its digital content services, high speed 

secure networks and data storage capability;  

• the creative industry with its specialist focus, unique atmosphere and bespoke 

facilities.  

4.11 The resources that we have at Pinewood Studios, the skilled workforce who work there, our 

long history of hosting film productions and our reputation mean that Pinewood Studios is 

the studio of choice for many production companies.  We provide the largest film making 

resource in Europe and compete directly with the other four or five top film studios in the 

world, including the major Hollywood studios.   

4.12 Pinewood Studios, supported by Shepperton Studios, has been increasingly popular as the 

studio choice for “Hollywood” pictures to shoot in the UK.  In the last two decades, these 

films include: 
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 Alien 3      1991 

 Interview with a Vampire   1994 

 Mission Impossible    1995 

 Evita      1996 

 The Jackal     1997 

 Entrapment     1998 

 Birthday Girl     1999 

 Enigma      2000 

 Lara Croft: Tomb Raider    2000 

 Proof of Life     2000 

 The Hours     2001 

 K19: The Widowmaker    2001 

 Planet of the Apes    2001 

 Finding Netherland    2002 

 Lara Croft Tomb Raider: The Cradle of Life 2002 

 Alexander     2003 

 The Phantom of the Opera   2003 

 Charlie and the Chocolate Factory  2004 

 The Chronicles of Riddick   2004 

 Basic Instinct 2     2005 

 Children of Men     2005 

 The Da Vinci Code    2005 

 United 93     2005 

 The Bourne Ultimatum    2006 

 Eragon      2006 

 Fred Claus     2006 

 Stardust     2006 

 Sweeney Todd     2007 

 Mamma Mia!     2007 

 The Dark Knight     2007 

 Nine      2008 

 Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time  2008 

 Sherlock Holmes    2008 

 The Wolfman     2008 

 Clash of the Titans    2009 

 Gulliver’s Travels    2009 

 Captain America    2010 

 Hereafter     2010 

 Hugo Cabret     2010 

 Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides 2010 

 X Men: First Class    2010 

 

 Other US backed films that have been made at Pinewood Studios include the 22 Bond films 

(most recently Quantum of Solace, Casino Royale, Die Another Day, The World is Not Enough 

and Tomorrow Never Dies) and all eight Harry Potter films.  All of these films were based 

directly on British characters.   

4.13 What is interesting to note is how the number and value of US film productions made in 

Pinewood's studios have continued to rise each year over this 20 year period. 
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4.14 Pinewood has developed as a mature, successful business enterprise.  The creative 

industries are a vital part of the UK economy with the potential to grow, and Pinewood is a 

leading player in them.  The scale of infrastructure and facilities, and the expertise and 

experience of the workforce located at Pinewood Studios, mean that Pinewood alone in the 

UK has the credentials and opportunity to readily continue to support the UK's growing 

creative industries. 

4.15 During 2009, Pinewood Studios received the award and citation for "Outstanding British 

Contribution to Cinema" from the British Academy of Film and Television Arts ("BAFTA").  

The BAFTAs, the Oscars and other film awards are usually only awarded to individuals - no 

other production facility has received a BAFTA or, to my knowledge, an Oscar.  Our peers 

have recognised the unique nature of Pinewood.    Our staff and directors will look to 

manage Project Pinewood in the way which has exemplified Pinewood's operations to date. 

4.16 In 2010 film production expenditure in the UK was analysed by the UK Film Council as 

follows:   

 Number  Value 

UK/USA “studio” films 18  £920m 

UK Independent films 96  £229m 

Non UK films 5  £6m 

    

Total 119  £1,115m 

  

4.17 Pinewood Studios and Shepperton Studios are very popular with US backed film production 

which represents over 80% of the economic value of UK production.  Of the 18 productions 

in 2010, Pinewood provided most UK studio services to eight of the productions and some, 

but not all, studio services to four others, by far and away more than any other UK studio.  

 

4.18 As Pinewood succeeds in securing films to be made in the UK, it generates work for a wide 

variety of suppliers and specialists across the country.  

 

5. THE INTERNATIONAL MARKET 

5.1 Pinewood Studios is a success story but it cannot simply rest on its heritage. 

5.2 The world of media is a global one.  In their annual forecast for the global entertainment 

market, Price Waterhouse Coopers forecast for the period 2010 to 2014 a compound annual 

growth rate of 5%.4  Content producers, especially in film and television, have available to 

them transport and distribution links, and the technology to shoot productions anywhere in 

the world.  Governments and cities prize highly opportunities to attract high profile film and 

television production.  For English language productions, the historic hubs at Pinewood 

Studios and Hollywood face new competition.  Elsewhere, as technology makes easier the 

distribution of content and English becomes a global language, national markets are 

competing for the attention of cinema goers and television viewers.  Bollywood, Hong Kong 

and Shanghai are fighting for a share of the global market.  China, the Middle East, Africa 

                                                           
4
 CDH/49: Global Entertainment and Media Outlook, 2010 - 2014, PricewaterhouseCoopers, 11

th
 Edition 
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and South America are keen to compete as well.    In computer games, the online world 

means anyone can participate from anywhere on the planet. 

5.3 In our Very Special Circumstances submission to justify development in the Green Belt, we 

described, in Appendix 8, the various studios overseas that compete for film production 

business.  Traditionally Hollywood and Los Angeles were our principal competitors: now 

other studios and countries are attracting film producers.  Many overseas countries have 

now established offices in Hollywood with a mandate to win film work.  Other countries 

envy the UK’s skills and will readily seek to recruit those skills through commercial or 

government led fiscal incentives.  The risk of "off-shoring" work is a constant threat to the 

stable base activity which supports economically our high value creativity in the UK. 

5.4 By way of example, the regional government of Valencia in Spain has invested an estimated 

€300m to build and launch a new film studio in Alicante targeting US film production.  The 

studio is known as Ciudad de la Luz (“City of Light”) and it opened in 2006. 

5.5 A similar initiative known as the Korda Studios was built in Hungary.  I believe 50% of the 

investment and construction cost was funded by the Hungarian government.  Korda Studios 

opened in 2007.  Since then, the Hungarian government has introduced a tax credit for film 

producers.  In 2008 this was set as a 20% rebate for all Hungarian expenditure on film 

production. 

5.6 Pinewood Studios was conceived as a centre of excellence for producing films.  It remains 

true to that vision.  It needs constant refreshing to meet the demands of a world in which all 

visual content can converge in the digital cloud.  I and everyone who works at Pinewood love 

the heritage of the studios and strive to nurture and build successfully from it. 

5.7 Many territories around the world envy the work which Pinewood attracts. Countries, 

regions and individual cities offer a myriad of incentives, rebates and "soft" funding to 

attract the screen based industries to their location.  

5.8 Tax incentives are being introduced by overseas jurisdictions to lure film production away 

from the UK; for instance to: 

• Ireland 

• Germany 

• South Africa (also building a new studio) 

• Australia 

• Canada 

• and many individual US states. 

 

5.9 The UK has its own film tax relief, yet the UK is a high cost territory.  Project Pinewood will 

promote inward investment and exports for the UK economy nationally as well as having a 

direct regional benefit at a time of great pressure to achieve national economic growth.  

Given the current pressures on the UK economy, the Government has felt obliged recently 

to announce that the UK's agency for film, the UK Film Council, is to be disbanded.   
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6. PROJECT PINEWOOD:  WHY IS IT NECESSARY? 

6.1 The origins of Project Pinewood go back to 2006 when I wrote a concept paper for the 

Pinewood Shepperton plc Board of Directors called "Film Town".  That concept became 

known as Project Pinewood. 

6.2 Project Pinewood was conceived to respond to many issues that confront Pinewood Studios 

and the creative industry: pressure to reduce the cost of screen based production; increasing 

demands of the screen industry, for example, high definition filming; the loss of skilled 

people overseas to competing studios and the absence of a UK centre for the creative 

industries.   

6.3 The UK has an impressive track record of creativity.  That talent is one of our national 

characteristics.  Other countries envy the skills we have and will readily seek to attract those 

skills through commercial or government led fiscal incentives. 

6.4 Content owners are urgently seeking to reduce costs as their own business models change in 

the digital world.  A substantial proportion of the costs of making film and television are 

incurred by moving productions around the world.  For example, the film Gladiator 

relocated its entire crew from Morocco to Malta as part of its film production at a cost of 

several million dollars. 

6.5 The cost and risk of filming on location also limits the full realisation of the ambition of script 

writers and directors.  Period style architecture evolves in modern, urban settings to the 

frustration of film makers e.g. street furniture, parked cars.  Co-ordinating with police and 

local authorities, adverse weather or interference from fans all cause delays and require 

expenditure.  Smaller budget film companies and television reduce the ambitions of their 

scripts by cutting out overseas locations, with the result that they struggle to compete and 

their potential to sell and develop is constrained. 

6.6 Centralised studio facilities have traditionally met many of the needs of on-location shooting 

through the use of temporary back-lot sets.  That traditional approach is being challenged by 

high definition (HD) and 3D imagery and was one of the reasons why Project Pinewood was 

conceived, as a means not only to capitalise on Pinewood Studios' success but also to meet a 

significant threat to its future. 

6.7 Whilst Pinewood’s stages and studios are necessarily a fixed location, film and television 

producers are highly mobile.  Project Pinewood will retain in the UK screen based production 

whose value would be otherwise lost to the UK economy. 

6.8 The realism demanded by HD images means that sets used in film or television require more 

detail and reality than ever before.  The ordinary viewer of a digital image can freeze each 

"frame" to critique the director’s work.  Hollywood has constructed semi-permanent 

streetscape sets which may be readily adapted for multiple film purposes.  Yet even 

Hollywood's Californian sets may start to show shortcomings in HD and 3D.  The UK climate 

does not allow the luxury of that risk – permanent sets offer an obvious solution. 
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6.9 Fox Studios in Los Angeles recently rebuilt its New York street set.  Originally constructed as 

a film set for "Hello Dolly" starring Barbara Streisand in 1969, this streetscape portrayed 

New York's Broadway circa 1908.  Since 1969 this valuable asset has survived owing to the 

benign Californian climate and has been in regular use.  It has been used as variety of 

locations such as San Francisco's China Town and urban Los Angeles, and was the home of 

the television series, NYPD Blue as well as many other film and television productions. 

6.10 Universal Studios had a similar set which was burnt down accidently in 2008.  In May 2010 

the then Governor, Arnold Schwarzenegger, re-opened this facility.  The set, which had been 

in use since 1920's and used for The Sting, Blues Brothers, To Kill a Mockingbird and many 

other films, was re-designed by Steven Spielberg in order to provide an equivalent facility 

enhanced by modern attributes.   

6.11 These sets illustrate the value of permanent streetscape structures.  The UK cannot compete 

with this key advantage unless it can provide long term, sustainable sets. 

6.12 UK film and television production skills are portable.  People in the industry can work 

anywhere in the world, and many do work abroad, notably in the US.  New film production 

locations like Prague are attracting skilled people from the UK.   

6.13 Many British actors live and work in Hollywood.  British productions such as the BBC’s The 

Tudors, have been shot in Ireland, and Robin Hood was shot in Bulgaria.  British technicians 

and crafts people are employed around the world, working on television and film in Europe 

or the USA, on commercials in Spain or South Africa or, further afield, on the production of 

British stories like Lord of the Rings in New Zealand and its sequel, The Hobbit. 

6.14 Whilst the personal efforts of each individual is to be applauded, the net result is that a 

disproportionate number of jobs leave the UK and valuable skills and experience are left 

behind in whatever territory is used in preference to the UK.  By way of example, 

Mediterranean Film Studios in Malta was designed and built by a British set designer in the 

1970’s. 

6.15 The UK has witnessed a fragmentation of the skill base in the screen and media industries.  

Increasing property prices and poor infrastructure have driven skills and business away from 

Soho in London.  Other UK film and television studios have closed because of lack of regional 

use, or an inability to expand costly city centre locations.  ITV has announced it will relocate 

and reduce its famous Granada Studios.  The BBC has announced plans to redevelop its 

Television Centre at White City, London. 

6.16 Such changes in the UK have created a loss of a focal point around which the creative 

industries and, in particular, the screen based industries can cluster. 

6.17 The risk of the dispersal of skills around the UK caused by rising city centre property prices, 

overseas competition or the lack of a home for the industry are not compensated by the 

promise of broadband activity, which can tend to encourage dispersal.   
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6.18 Investment is required to respond to these pressures.  Producing media content requires 

physical connection, ease of working and an environment that supports the 'spark' of 

creativity. 

6.19 Unlike other industries, such as biotech, motorsports or the financial services, the UK 

creative sector lacks cohesion in scale and the opportunity to achieve the benefits of 

clustering and agglomeration.  The creative industries in the UK do not have a clearly defined 

centre. 

6.20 Pinewood Studios alone has the existing infrastructure and potential effectively and 

sustainably to respond to the challenges that it and others in the creative industries face. 

6.21 Pinewood Studios has been central to the film business for 75 years.  It must compete 

aggressively to build on its successful platform.  Project Pinewood is a key plank in our 

strategy to keep Pinewood and the UK creative sector as a world class industry.  Our 

customers are looking to us to show leadership and commitment in a manner that responds 

to their issues and challenges for the future. 

7. HOW THE PROJECT PINEWOOD CONCEPT WAS DEVELOPED 

7.1 As I set out in Section 6 of this document I was concerned that the increasing volume of 

physical studio space internationally, the reduction in UK capacity and the growing need for 

efficiency that comes with scale, would allow a highly mobile film and television industry to 

relocate the UK industry to cheaper locations. 

7.2 I have seen how the array of skills and number of people required for production has 

continued to rise and that those people are more productive when co-located.  People 

benefit from the advantage of a place which is a living and working hub, and has an 

atmosphere that encourages creativity. 

7.2 As part of the development of the Project Pinewood concept, I sought initially to challenge 

the concept with my colleagues at Pinewood.  I then checked with industry people such as 

film directors, Sir Ridley Scott, Tim Burton and Sir Alan Parker, with television executives for 

the BBC and ITV, and with the UK Film Council.  All these individuals saw the significant 

benefits of Project Pinewood to both the UK and Pinewood Studios.  The adjacency of 

Project Pinewood, with its community and streetscapes, next to Pinewood Studios’ 

infrastructure was deemed compelling.  There followed months of iterative process 

whereby, with DTZ, the concept was sense checked and peer reviewed, leading to an initial 

visualisation of Project Pinewood. 

7.4 A master planning team lead by Arup, DTZ and Travers Smith formed the nucleus of the 

Project Pinewood team who reviewed, tested and checked all the financial, operational, 

logistical and legal assumptions, as well as evaluated the appeal and viability of Project 

Pinewood. 

7.5 The Board of Directors of Pinewood Shepperton plc, with professional input from DTZ and its 

other advisers, has at each key stage of the planning application reviewed the viability 

analysis of Project Pinewood to satisfy its commercial criteria for proceeding. 
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7.6 Particular attention was paid to the detail of the proposal, progressively refining the 

integration of filming with a residential community, to create a stimulating atmosphere in 

which the goals of the concept will be realised.  

8. THE COMPONENTS OF PROJECT PINEWOOD 

8.1 Project Pinewood is designed to provide an integrated and vibrant community, working and 

living in a unique environment.  Key components of Project Pinewood are: 

• A varied range of residential accommodation providing differing sizes and scale of 

housing types suitable for a diverse community with both affordable and varied 

pricing and tenure, providing opportunities for residents to “trade up or down” in 

accordance with their personal needs and preferences. 

• A setting which is both unique and efficient in its look and function.  Importantly 

Project Pinewood will be a “wired” community, benefitting from the leading edge 

technology at Pinewood Studios and its super fast broadband connectivity of not less 

than 100 mbps. 

• The Screen Craft and Design Academy will be managed by training and education 

professionals offering not just bespoke skills training for the screen based industries 

but also a unique opportunity to access “on the job” training not available anywhere 

else in the UK. 

• Community facilities not just for Project Pinewood but also for the wider Iver Heath 

and Iver communities.  These currently suffer from a debilitating lack of community 

facilities.  Project Pinewood will bring very significant benefits to much needed 

educational, medical, social and cultural needs. 

• In conjunction with Project Pinewood’s Academy, Pinewood intends to operate a job 

finding unit for the creative industries.  Effectively a job centre, the purpose of the 

unit will be to match current participants and prospective new entrants with jobs at 

Pinewood, Project Pinewood and the wider creative industries. 

• The enhanced landscaped areas within Project Pinewood are designed to create an 

open environment which will be edifying and enjoyable, and which will link sensitively 

to the currently disconnected parks and open spaces in the locality. 

• The “film” streetscapes have been selected as dynamic locations.  They will provide 

attractively diverse environments which stimulate the creative spirit and goals of 

Project Pinewood.  As a prime example, the Parisian square will be right at the heart of 

Project Pinewood. 

• The inclusion of commercial space will allow for a limited retail offering and, as 

important, craft workshops and incubator office space to appeal to start up 

businesses and to act as a feeder to Pinewood Studios.  This is a key aspect of the 

appeal of Project Pinewood and as a destination for the wider creative industries. 
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• A management regime will coordinate the working and living aspects of Project 

Pinewood with a “light touch”, and be supportive of the wider community.   

All of these components have the potential to work in a synergistic way and will benefit from 

the proximity of Pinewood Studios, providing the access to hard and soft infrastructure 

which is not available anywhere else in the UK. 

8.2 Project Pinewood will keep Pinewood at the forefront of the world’s creative industry by 

providing what other centres do not or cannot offer. 

8.3 Project Pinewood responds positively to the pressing national demand for education, 

housing and jobs. 

8.4 Project Pinewood reflects emerging Government policy for the creative industries and is in 

tune with Government strategies to foster innovation, skills and enterprise. 

8.5 Project Pinewood has taken great care to sustainably integrate with the local community to 

minimise any adverse impacts.  

9. PROJECT PINEWOOD’S HOUSING ELEMENT 

9.1 The housing element of Project Pinewood is vital to fulfil the potential of a cluster for the 

creative industries, in particular the screen based industries, and to bring with it all of the 

economic and environmental benefits generated by the enlarged cluster which Pinewood 

Studios will become. 

9.2 It will provide the opportunity for like minded people to live in Project Pinewood in a wide 

range of housing types and sizes that will include affordable homes.  The diversity of the 

creative industries will work to prevent Project Pinewood from becoming a mono cluster; 

rather it will be a great place for living and working. 

9.3 As part of the viability assessment for Project Pinewood, it is clear that part of the residential 

housing will support the building of the expensive streetscapes and other bespoke 

infrastructure. Additional elements have been set aside for affordable housing and 

community facilities both on site and to benefit the wider community, either directly or 

through raising rates revenues. Project Pinewood seeks a commercial return for its risk and 

investment in the project, not just in the revenue from operating Project Pinewood or the 

capital value it creates, but also in the work which comes to the existing Pinewood Studios 

attracted by the Project Pinewood. It is my belief that the creative cluster we build will 

become self fulfilling in its use of Pinewood Studios as its workplace. 

10. THE STREETSCAPES 

10.1 Each zone has been carefully selected based on weather and density to best fit the UK's 

climate and provide creative inspiration. 

10.2 The locations which form the streetscapes have distinctive architecture to evoke the place 

from which they are drawn; for example, the Haussmann architecture of Paris.  Project 

Pinewood seeks that distinction without trying to replicate, for example, the Champs Elysée 
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or other 'postcard' vistas.  These attributes of Project Pinewood will provide an authenticity 

for use in film and television.  Each zone has been researched to offer the most popular 

“destinations” for screen based production. 

10.3 The chosen streetscapes have classic or period features that provide much of the generic 

look of the chosen location.  Through design, with Project Pinewood in mind, various 

demountable features will define typographical features; for example, distinctive 

characteristics that mark the entrance to the Paris Métro, the Berlin U-Bahn or New York 

Subway. 

11. WHY PROJECT PINEWOOD WILL WORK 

11.1 Much commentary has been generated about Project Pinewood as a unique and visionary 

concept. I wish I could wholly claim that credit.  Many of the UK's leading industries and 

success stories had a similar concept: the Bourneville village for Cadbury, Port Sunlight for 

the Lever Brothers and Poundbury for urban design and its green credentials, the latter now 

being a thriving extension of Dorchester. 

11.2 Project Pinewood is no Shangri La.  It is a commercial venture seeking commercial returns by 

providing the essential infrastructure to support the UK's creative talents for the future 

benefit of the nation. No government funding is being sought by this project. 

11.3 Project Pinewood has the potential to create better and more cost effective production 

solutions. It will offer the screen based industries the potential to grow the UK's creative 

output. Film and television producers can effectively add storylines that otherwise would 

not be practical; for example, to see characters from a soap on a romantic weekend in Paris 

rather than the ubiquitous shot of the black cab leaving for the airport. 

11.4 Project Pinewood aspires to offer similar opportunities to other segments of the creative 

industries such as computer games, developers, advertising and promotions businesses.  For 

example, leading fashion designers or retailers might use Project Pinewood for fashion 

shoots avoiding the need to be on location.  My discussions with film makers have 

highlighted the benefits they see from such a facility.  In talking to leading directors such as 

Sir Ridley Scott or Tim Burton they are immediately attracted to the "look" they can bring to 

their projects.  Speaking with directors of photography or set designers, they quickly 

understand how Project Pinewood will ease their task by addressing all the challenges and 

intricacies of camera angles or set lighting.  Some letters and a statement of support are 

appended (Appendix 6).  Line producers who deal with the cost and efficiency of the 

production process have seized on how Project Pinewood will streamline schedules and save 

costs.  The public will be familiar, through the press, with the high cost of key talent saving 

just one day from a shooting schedule can significantly reduce production costs and increase 

the UK's competitive position. 

11.5 By creating an attractive place to live, the creative community of the UK will have a base to 

co-locate their activities.  Project Pinewood will represent a real effort to nurture the 

creativity we have for too long treated as a "cottage industry" in the UK's screen based 

industry. 
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11.6 Project Pinewood has been conceived to achieve substantial, tangible benefits for the 

creative industries: 

• Centre of excellence – to create a better and cost effective place of choice for film and 

television production, and for others in the media industry.  Creative industries work 

collaboratively – a wig maker can as easily work for the theatre in the West End as for 

BBC television or for a feature film.  The animators and artists working in film, 

commercials, television or computer games have interchangeable skills and expertise.  

The producer, directors, professionals and crew on film or television have similar skills 

and talents and work in teams which come together for each production. 

• Jobs (excluding construction jobs) - it is estimated that several hundred new jobs will 

be created, by 2022.  During the construction period, approximately 10,000 jobs will 

be created. 

• Economic - it is estimated that a multi-tens of millions of pounds direct contribution to 

the UK economy per annum will be created. 

• Skills and training - an academy for craft skills capable of qualifying 120 students per 

annum to supplement the UK's creative skills base.  The UK's lead institution for 

training technical skills in film and television, The National Film and Television School, 

is in serious discussions to manage the Academy at Project Pinewood to promote and 

provide vocational training. 

• Carbon reduction - Pinewood Studios' sustainable location and the ability to 

significantly reduce the need to fly to certain locations will produce green benefits 

through reducing carbon emissions.  The film and television industries are increasingly 

leading initiatives to improve their "green" credentials and to reduce carbon 

emissions. 

• Longevity - the classic architectural types chosen for each zone have proven popular 

with city dwellers and creative people as destinations to live and produce film and 

television. 

• Technology - a digitally wired Project Pinewood will allow digital filming by simply 

"plugging in" to the Pinewood Studios secure high speed network, creating faster and 

more efficient productions on the Project Pinewood streetscapes.  Modern 

communications will tell you that the shuttle bus is ten minutes from your front door 

and, more importantly, allow you to securely send your script, pilot TV episode or film 

rushes from your study to an edit suite in Pinewood or Los Angeles, using secure 

broadband speeds of not less than 100 mbps and back-up storage at the Data Centre 

in Pinewood Studios.  The technical support of the creative cluster will be unrivalled 

and provide a unique attraction for creative talents to live and work at Project 

Pinewood. 

• Creative Environment - identikit housing is not conducive to fostering art or creativity.  

A stimulating place brings interested and interesting people together. 
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• A flagship - Project Pinewood has the potential to be an international flagship for the 

UK's creative economy by co-locating unique production opportunities with the 

existing infrastructure and skills at Pinewood Studios.  With an influx of people and 

skills living and working at Project Pinewood, the UK can achieve a critical mass in the 

screen based industries, excellence and competitive advantage. 

• Project Pinewood is a contemporary idea, comparable with other successful hubs of 

creativity.  It has the potential to emulate the success of a cluster such as Googleplex. 

11.7 It is designed to create a national centre of excellence for the screen industry and to 

encourage national and international film and television makers to work in the UK, to 

become a focal hub for the industry, to be a place to which those in the screen industry will 

want to come to and be a part of.  It is designed through the master planning of the scheme 

as a dynamic, functional, multi-dimensional campus for producers, for vocational education, 

and for people to live in. 

11.8 Project Pinewood aspires to offer similar opportunities to other segments of the creative 

industries such as computer games, developers, advertising or promotions businesses.  For 

example, leading fashion designers or retailers might use Project Pinewood for fashion 

shoots and avoid the need to be on location. 

11.9 In visualising Project Pinewood as a home for the screen based creative industry, the 

characteristics of the film workforce informed our thinking about the variety of residential 

types that would provide an attractive, engaging place for a younger, qualified and creative 

workforce to live. 

11.10 Project Pinewood, together with Pinewood Studios, will have the requisite scale to succeed 

as a creative cluster. According to the DCMS Creative Britain Report5 some two million UK 

people work in the wider creative economy. According to the UKFC 2009 Yearbook6, 35,000 

UK people are directly employed in the UK film industry of which 21,000 (60%) are involved 

in the production of film (this is the segment with the highest value add) and 42% are aged 

under 34 (the segment most likely to relocate to Project Pinewood). The labour force survey 

suggests 28% of the UK workforce is in London and the South East. I use the film industry as 

a proxy for the wider creative economy and, as a result, Project Pinewood would be most 

relevant to around 140,000 creative workers. This is the youngest segment of the creative 

economy but most likely with the highest value add per employee. In other words, Project 

Pinewood would be full if only one percent of this segment were attracted to Project 

Pinewood. 

11.11 The McLaren Motorsport centre is an undoubted success and has grown McLaren's UK 

economic impact fivefold to £153 million.  It was originally intended to double McLarens 

economic impact from £30m to £60m. In contrast, attached as an exhibit to this evidence 

(Appendix 5) is a list of the top 100 films at the box office. Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, 

                                                           
5
 CDH/9 

6
 CDH/50: UK Film Council  
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based on the Roald Dahl book and made at Pinewood Studios, is the lowest entry for a 

Pinewood based film production and has taken $475 million at the box office - the earnings 

from DVD, cable television etc. are all in addition to box office revenues. Ignoring the value 

of Project Pinewood to television, advertising and other screen based sectors, if the creative 

community at Project Pinewood created one extra film, every ten years, such as Charlie and 

the Chocolate Factory, it would be as lucrative as Motorsport Valley is annually to the UK 

economy. 

11.12 Pinewood Studios is acknowledged around the world as the leading independent studio 

facility. It is integral to our vision of Project Pinewood that the site is managed as part of the 

creative cluster. A management regime will ensure both a "light touch" for the community 

whose home it will become, as well as an efficient operator of the streetscape activities 

supporting the screen industries at work in Project Pinewood. 

11.13 Many territories around the world envy work which Pinewood attracts. Countries, regions 

and individual cities offer a myriad of tax incentives, rebates and "soft" funding to attract the 

screen based industries. The UK has its own film tax relief, yet the UK is a high cost territory 

and Project Pinewood will promote inward investment and exports for the UK economy 

nationally, as well as having a direct regional benefit at a time of great pressure to achieve 

national economic growth. 

11.14 As part of the viability assessment for Project Pinewood, it is clear that part of the residential 

housing will enable the building of the expensive streetscapes and other bespoke 

infrastructure.  Additional elements have been set aside for affordable housing and 

community facilities both on site and for the benefit of the wider community, either directly 

or through raising rates revenues.  Project Pinewood will seek a commercial return for the 

risk and investment in the project, not just in the revenue from operating Project Pinewood 

or the capital value it will create, but also in the work which comes to the existing Pinewood 

Studios attracted by the Project Pinewood.  It is our belief that the creative cluster we will 

build will become self fulfilling in its use of Pinewood Studios as its workplace. 

11.15 Carbon reduction will be achieved through the efficiency of filming at one location. Many of 

Pinewood's customers are multinational corporates with global brands who, as a matter of 

corporate policy, demand of their suppliers acceptable levels of commitment to carbon 

savings.  Clients of Pinewood like Warner Bros (Time Warner), Buena Vista (Walt Disney 

Corp), 20th Century Fox (News Corp) have adopted targets to reduce their carbon emissions 

and require Pinewood to work with them on similar carbon reduction strategies. Pinewood 

is already actively engaged in supporting green initiatives. Project Pinewood will create 

opportunities for carbon reduction in film and television production that are unique and 

very difficult to achieve elsewhere, making the UK a clear leader for the creative industries. 

11.16 Project Pinewood follows a strong British tradition for advancing and investing in enterprise 

and new concepts with vigour, intellect and imagination.  
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12. SUMMARY 

12.1 I am Chief Executive of Pinewood, a company that is central to the success of the film and 

other screen based industries in the UK.  Pinewood uniquely competes successfully with 

Hollywood and other international studios, generating substantial economic, social and 

cultural benefits for the country.  Its facilities and skills are an essential element of the 

nation's economic infrastructure.  

12.2 Project Pinewood is an integral part of the future development of Pinewood and an 

innovative leap ahead of international competition. 

12.3 British films are globally recognised.  They generate positive export earnings and promote 

cultural value.  The UK film industry has been supported by the UK Government with 

bespoke fiscal incentives.  The film industry in the UK is a success story. 

12.4 Pinewood Studios is primarily concerned with film production, which is expensive and risky.  

On location filming presents particular logistical challenges and significant costs. 

12.5 Pinewood Studios is acknowledged as a market leader, and enjoys an international 

reputation for excellence and capability.  It is synonymous with British film making.  Over 

200 specialist, independent businesses, enterprises, workshops and suppliers operate and 

work there.  Pinewood Studios is the studio of choice for many production companies, and 

in 2009 received the award and citation for "Outstanding British Contribution to Cinema" 

from BATFA. 

12.6 Pinewood Studios competes in an increasing global competitive market.  Tax incentives are 

being introduced that are intended to lure film production away from the UK to other 

countries. 

12.7 Project Pinewood will promote inward investment and exports from the UK economy 

nationally as well as having a direct regional benefit at a time of great pressure to achieve 

national economic growth. 

12.8 Project Pinewood was conceived to respond to many issues that confront Pinewood Studios: 

to reduce the cost of screen based productions; increasing demands of the screen industry; 

the loss of skilled people overseas to competing studios; and the absence of a UK centre for 

the creative industry.  Project Pinewood will retain in the UK screen based production whose 

value would otherwise be lost to the UK economy.  Investment is required to respond – 

producing media content requires physical connection, ease of working and an environment 

that supports the spark of creativity.  Pinewood Studios alone has the existing infrastructure 

and potential to respond to these challenges.  

12.9 I have been concerned that the increasing volume of physical studio space internationally, 

the reduction in the capacity and the growing need for efficiency that comes with scale, 

would allow a highly mobile film and television industry to relocate the UK industry to 

cheaper locations. 
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12.10 I have consulted with leading industry people to challenge the Project Pinewood concept.  

They have seen its benefits to both the UK and Pinewood Studios.  The adjacency of Project 

Pinewood to Pinewood Studios' infrastructure was deemed compelling.  At key stages of the 

planning application, the Pinewood Board of Directors, with professional input from its 

advisers, have reviewed the viability analysis of the scheme to satisfy its commercial criteria 

for proceeding. 

12.11 Project Pinewood is designed to provide an integrated and vibrant community, working and 

living in a unique environment.  It will include a varied range of residential accommodation 

in a unique setting, a Screen Craft and Design Academy, community facilities, a job finding 

centre, landscaped areas, film streetscapes, commercial space for a retail offering, craft 

workshops and incubator units, to be co-ordinated under a bespoke management regime.  

12.12 The housing, vital to Project Pinewood, will provide opportunities for like minded people to 

live in a wide range of housing types and sizes, including affordable homes.  It will enable the 

building of expensive streetscapes and bespoke infrastructure.  

12.13 Each zone has been carefully selected based on weather and density to best fit the UK 

climate.  Each streetscape location will have distinctive architecture evoking the place from 

which it is drawn, providing authenticity for use in film and television.  The streetscapes have 

classic or period features that provide much of the generic look of the chosen location. 

12.14 Project Pinewood is a commercial venture seeking commercial returns by providing the 

essential infrastructure to support the UK's creative talents for the future.  No government 

funding is being sought.  It has the potential to create better and more cost effective 

production solutions.  It will provide opportunities to other segments of the creative 

industries such as computer games, developers, advertising or promotional businesses.  My 

discussions with film makers, directors, designers and producers have been very positive.  

12.15 By creating an attractive place to live, the UK creative community will have a base to co-

locate their activities.  Project Pinewood will represent a real effort to nurture creativity in 

the UK's screen based industry.  

12.16 Project Pinewood has been conceived to achieve substantial, tangible benefits for the 

creative industries, a centre of excellence, jobs, economic contribution, skills and training, 

carbon reduction, longevity, technology, a flagship for the UK's creative economy, all within 

a creative environment.  

 


